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ABSTRACT 
The concepts of kernel ideal, ∗-ideal and ∗-congruence are introduced and derive smallest ∗-congruence with kernel 
ideal in ∗-commutative Pseudo-complemented Almost Semilattice (∗-commutative PCASL) and the largest                   
∗-congruence with kernel ideal in ∗-commutative PCASL. Also, characterize the ∗-congruence ψ  on ∗-commutative 

PCASL L defined by ψ∈),( yx  if and only if **** = yx in terms of largest ∗-congruences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of Almost semilattice ( ASL ) was introduced by Nanaji Rao,G. and Trefe Getachew Beyene [3]. They 
proved several properties of ASL  and derived necessary and sufficient conditions for an ASL  to become a 
semilattice. They introduced the concept of maximal set and amicable set in ASL  and established relation between 
these two sets. Also, they introduced the concepts like ideals, filters, principal ideals, principal filters, prime ideals, 
prime filters, anhilator ideals, anhilator preserving homomorphisms and proved several results on these concepts. Next, 
the concept of pseudo-complementation on ASL  L  was introduced by Nanaji Rao,G. and Sujatha Kumari,S. [2]. and 
observed that pseudo-complementation on an ASL  is not unique and proved several basic properties of pseudo-
complementation ∗ on L . They proved that pseudo-complementation ∗ on L  is equationally definable and established 
a one-to-one correspondence between set of all maximal elements in an ASL L and set of all pseudo-
complementations on L  and proved that the set of all ∗-elements in a ∗-commutative pseudo-complemented ASL  
form a Boolean algebra which is independent (up to isomorphism) of the pseudo-complementation ∗.   In this paper we 
introduced the concepts of kernel ideal, ∗-ideal and ∗-congruence in ∗-commutative PCASL  and several examples are 
obtained for these concepts. We derived a necessary and sufficient conditions for an ASL  congruence to become a ∗-
congruence. Also, derived necessary and sufficient conditions for an ideal in ∗-commutative PCASL  to become a 
kernel ideal. Next, we established the smallest ∗-congruence with given kernel ideal and largest ∗-congruence with 
given kernel ideal and charectarized the largest ∗-congruence in terms of smallest ∗-congruence and the ∗-congruence 
ψ  on            ∗-commutative PCASL  defined by ψ∈),( yx  if and only if **** = yx . 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
 
In this section we collect few important definitions and results which are already known and which will be used more 
frequently in the paper.  
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Definition 2.1 [3] : An almost semilattice )(ASL  is an algebra ),( L  where L  is a non-empty set and   is a binary 

operation on L , satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) )(=)( zyxzyx            (Associative Law) 
(2) zxyzyx  )(=)(           (Almost Commutative Law) 
(3) xxx = , for all Lzyx ∈,,    (Idempotent) 

 
Definition 2.2 [3] : An ASL with 0  is an algebra ,0),L(   of type (2,0)  satisfies the following axioms: 

(1)    )(=)( zyxzyx         (Associative Law) 
(2)   )(=)( zxyzyx          (Almost Commutative Law) 
(3)   = xxx                                   (Idempotent) 
(4) 0=0 x , for all Lzyx ∈,, . 

 
Theorem 2.3 [3] : Let L  be an ASL . Define a relation ≤  on L  by ba ≤  if and only if aba = . Then ≤  is a 

partial ordering on L .  
 
Theorem 2.4 [3] : Let L  be an ASL . Then for any Lba ∈, , we have the following: 

(1) bba ≤ . 
(2) abba  =  whenever ba ≤ .  

 
Theorem 2.5 [3] : Let L  be an ASL  with 0 . Then for any Lba ∈, , we have the following: 

(1) 0=0a . 
(2) 0=ba   if and only if 0=ab  . 
(3) abba  =  whenever 0=ba  .  

 
Definition 2.6 [3] : Let L  be an ASL . Then an element Lm∈  is said to be unimaximal if xxm = , for all 

Lx∈ .  
 
Corollary 2.7 [3] : Let L  be an ASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Then, for any IbaLba ∈∈  ,,  if and only if 
b a I∈ .  
 
Definition 2.8 [3] : Let L  be an ASL  and La∈ . Then }  |{=]( Lxxaa ∈  is an ideal of L .  
 
Lemma 2.9 [3] : Let L  be an ASL  and for any ](,, baLba ∈∈  if and only if aba = .  
 

Definition 2.10[3]: For any non-empty subset A of an ASL L with ,0 define * = { : = 0,   }A x L x a for all a A∈ ∈ . 

Then *A  is called the annihilator of A . Note that, if ,}{= aA  then we denote ** }{= aA  by *][a .  
 
Lemma 2.11 [3] :  Let L  be an ASL with 0 . Then for any ** ** **, , [ ] = [ ] [ ]a b L a b a b∈ ∩ .  
 
Definition 2.12 [2] : Let L  be an ASL  with zero. Then a unary operation *aa   on L  is said to be pseudo-

complementation on L  if, for any Lba ∈, , it satisfies the following conditions: 

1. bbaba =0= *
 ⇒  

2. 0=*aa  .  
 
Here onwords by a PCASL , we mean a Pseudo-complemented Almost Semilattice and ∗-commutative in PCASL we 
mean all ∗-elements are commute.  
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Lemma 2.13 [2] :  Let L  be a PCASL . Then for any Lba ∈, , we have the following: 

(1) aa =0*
  

(2) *0  is unimaximal 
(3) *0  is maximal 
(4) aaa =**

  
(5) a  is unimaximal ⇒  0=*a  
(6) 0=0 ** .  

 
Theorem 2.14 [2]: Let L  be an ASL  with 0. Then a unary operation LL →:*  is a pseudo-complementation on L  
if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 

bbaba 

** )(=)1(  

aa =0)2( *
  

0=0)3( ** .  
 
Theorem 2.15  [2]: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL . Then for any Lba ∈, , we have the following: 

 (1) ** abba ≤⇒≤  

 (2) 
**** = aa  

 (3) ****** abba ≤⇔≤ .  
 
Theorem 2.16  [2]: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL . Then for any Lba ∈, , we have the following: 

(1) ****** =)( baba   

(2) ** )(=)( abba   

(3) *** )(, baba ≤ .   
 
Theorem 2.17 [4] : The set )(Mε  of all equivalence relations of a set M  is a relatively complemented semimodular 
complete lattice with respect to the ordering relation defined by ))(,( Mℜ∈≤ ψφψφ  if and only if, for any pair of 
elements φ∈∈ ),(,, yxMyx  implies ψ∈),( yx . Accordingly, )(Mε   is called the equivalence lattice of the set 

M. Let Γ∈Θ γγ }{  be any subset of  )(Mε . The infimum and supremum of the set Γ∈Θ γ}{  in )(Mε   is the relation 

Π  and Σ  defined as follows: For a pair of elements yx,  of M , )(Π≡ yx  if and only if )( γΘ≡ yx  for every 

γ , )(Σ≡ yx  if and only if in the set M  a finite sequence of elements, ytttx r =,....,,= 10  exists such that to 

every one of the indices rj 1,2,...,=  there can be found a )( Γ∈Θ jj
γγ  such that )(1 jjj tt γΘ≡− .  

 
Theorem 2.18 [4]: The set  𝒦(A) of the congruence relation of an algebra )}({= Γ∈γγfAA  is a complete sublattice 

of the lattice )(Aε of all equivalence relations on A .  
 

3. KERNEL IDEALS AND ∗-IDEALS  
 
In this section, we introduce the concept of ∗-congruence on PCASL  L and give several examples of ∗-congruence. 
We derive necessary and sufficient condition for an almost semilattice congruence to become a ∗-congruence in ∗-
commutative PCASL . Next, we introduce the concept of kernel ideal in PCASL  and obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition for ideal to become a kernel ideal in ∗-commutative PCASL . Finally, in this section we introduce 
the concept of ∗-ideal in PCASL  and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a ∗-ideal to become a kernel 
ideal. First, we begin this section with the following definition.  
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Definition 3.1: Let ),( L  be a semilattice. Then an equivalence relation R  on L  is said to be an almost semilattice 

congruence if for any RdbcaRdcba ∈∈ ),(,),(),,(  .  
It can be easily seen that if θ  is an equivalence relation on an ASL  L then θ  is a congurence relation on L if and 
only if for any θ∈),( ba , θ∈∈ ),(),,(, bxaxxbxaLx  .  
 
Definition 3.2: Let ),0,,,( ∗L  be a PCASL . Then a congruence relation θ  on L  is said to be a ∗-congruence if for 

any θθ ∈∈ ),(,),( ** yxyx .  
 
In the following we give certain examples of ∗-congruences in PCASL  L.  
 
Example 3.3: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR  on L  by IRyx ∈),(  

if and only if Iiyix ∈** =  , for some Ii∈ . Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L .  
 
Example 3.4: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR  on L  by 

IRyx ∈),(  if and only if Iyixi ∈

** = , for some Ii∈ . Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L.  
 
Example 3.5: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR on L  by 

IRyx ∈),(  if and only if Iyaxa ∈ , , for any La∈ . Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L . 
 
Example 3.6: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR  on L  by 

IRyx ∈),(  if and only if Iyaxa ∈

**** = , for some Ia∈ . Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L . 
 
Example 3.7: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR  on L  by 

IRyx ∈),(  if and only if Iyaxa ∈ = , for some Ia∈ . Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L .  
 
Example 3.8: Let L be a ∗-commutative PCASL and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation IR  on L  by 

IRyx ∈),(  if and only if IyaIxa ∈⇔∈ ( , for any La∈ ). Then clearly, IR  is a ∗-congruence on L .  
In the following we give a necessary and sufficient condition for almost semilattice congruence to become a ∗-
congruence. Recall that in a PCASL , for any bbabaLba 

** )(=,, ∈ .  
 
Theorem 3.9: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL and let θ  be a congruence on L . Then θ  is a ∗-congruence if 

and only if for any θ∈,0)(x  implies θ∈),0( **x .  
 
Proof: Suppose θ  is a ∗-congruence on L . If ,,0)( θ∈x   then by the definition of ∗-congruence, .),0( ** θ∈x   

Conversely, assume the condition. Suppose θ∈),( yx . Since θ  is reflexive, θ∈),( ** xx . Therefore 

θ∈),( ** xyxx   and hence θ∈)(0, *xy  . This implies θ∈,0)( *xy  . 

It follows that θ∈),0)(( ***xy  . Therefore .))0,)(( ***** θ∈ xxyx   

Since ******* ==)( yxxyxyx  ,  θ∈),( *** xyx  . Therefore θ∈),( *** yxx  . Similarly, we can 

prove that θ∈),( *** yxy  . Therefore θ∈),( *** yyx  . Hence by transitive θ∈),( ** yx . Thus θ  is a ∗-

congruence on L .  
First, observe that in a PCASL L , if I  is an ideal then not necessarly I  is closed under ∗∗ a pseudo-

complementation on L; that is, if Ia∈  then Ia ∉** . For, consider the following example.  
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Example 3.10: Let L = { a, b, c, 0 }. Now, define a binary operation   on L  as follows: 
 

  0 a b c 

0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 a a a 

b 0 a b c 

c 0 a b c 
 

It can be easily seen that the ASL L  is a PCASL  under the unary operation   on L  defined by 0=,=0 ** xb  for 

all Lx ∈≠ 0 . Now, put }{0,= aI . Then clearly I  is an ideal of L . But, Iba ∉=0= *** .  

It can be easily observed that, if θ  is a congruence relation on an ASL  L  with 0, then the congruence class of 0 with 
respect to θ (denoted by },0)(:{=0 θθ ∈∈ xLx ) is an ideal of L  and is called the kernel of θ . Next, we 
introduce the concept of kernel ideal in PCASL and give necessary and sufficient condition for ideal in PCASL to 
become a kernel ideal.  
 
Definition 3.11: An ideal I  of PCASL L  is said to be a kernel ideal if I  is the kernel of a ∗-congruence on L .  
 
Theorem 3.12: An ideal I  of a ∗-commutative PCASL  L  is a kernel ideal of L  if and only if for any Iji ∈,  

implies Iji ∈*** )(  .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal of L . Then I  is a kernel of a ∗-congruence θ  on L . Therefore 

},0)(:{== 0 θθ ∈∈ xLxI . Now, we shall prove that for any IjiIji ∈∈ *** )(,,  . Let 0=, θIji ∈ . Then 

θ∈,0)(,0),( ji . Since θ  is a ∗-congruence, it follows that θ∈),0(),,0( **** ji . Hence θ∈),0( *** ji  . This 

implies θ∈),0)(( ***** ji  . Therefore θ∈,0))(( *** ji  . Thus Iji =)( 0
*** θ∈ . Conversely, assume the 

condition. Now, we shall prove that I  is kernel ideal of L . Consider the relation IR  on L  defined by 
** =),( iyixRyx I ⇔∈ , for some Ii∈ . Then clearly, IR  is both reflexive and symmetric. Suppose 

IRzyyx ∈),(),,( . Then there exists Iji ∈,  such that ** = iyix   and ** = jzjy  . Since Iji ∈, , we 

have Iji ∈*** )(  . Now, put .)(= *** jik   Then we have .Ik ∈  Now,consider =***** )(= jixkx 

== ))((=))(())((=))((=)(=)(= **************** jyijyijiyjixjixjix   

.=)(=)(=)(=))((=))((=))(( ******************* kzjizjizjizjizjzijzi   

Therefore IRzx ∈),( . Thus IR  is transitive. Hence IR  is an equivalence relation on L . 

Now, we shall prove that IR  is a congruence on L . Suppose IRtzyx ∈),(),,( . Then there exists Iji ∈,  such that 
** = iyix   and ** = jtjz  . Since Iji ∈, , Iji ∈*** )(  . Now, put *** )(= jik  . Then Ik∈ . Now, 

consider == )()()()(=)( *********** jizxjizxkzx    

=))((=))((=))((=))((=)()(= ********** jzixjzixjizxjizxjizx 

===== ********** ))(()))(()()()()(=))(( jtiyjtiyjtiyjzixjzix   
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ==== )()()()()()()))(())(( ****** jityjityjityjityjity   

.)( ∗= kty   Therefore IRtyzx ∈),(  . Therefore IR  is a congruence on L . Now, we shall prove that IR  is a 

∗-congruence on L . That is, enough to prove that if IRx ∈,0)( . Then IRx ∈)0,( ** . Suppose IRx ∈0),( . Then 
** 0= iix  , for some Ii∈ . This implies 0=*ix  .  It follows that *** = iix  . Since *0  is unimaximal, 

**** 0= iix  . Hence IRx ∈),0( ** .  It follows by theorem 3.9, IR  is  a ∗- congruence on L . 
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Finally, we shall prove that the congruence class of the zero element is I . We have for any IjiIji ∈∈ *** )(,,  . 

Then Ii ∈** . Let 0)( IRx∈ . Then IRx ∈,0)( . This implies ** 0= iix   for some Ii∈ . It follows that 

0=*ix   and hence 0=* xi  . Therefore xxi =**
 . Since Ii∈ , Ii ∈** . Therefore Ixi ∈

** . Hence Ix∈ .  
Therefore IRI ⊆0)( . Conversely, suppose Ix∈ . Then we have ** 0=0= xxx   and Ix∈ . It follows that 

IRx ∈,0)(  and hence 0)( IRx∈ . Therefore 0)( IRI ⊆ . Hence IRI =)( 0 . Thus I  is a kernel ideal of L .  
 
Corollary 3.13: An ideal I  of a ∗-commutative PCASL  L  is a kernel ideal if and only if 

(i) IiIi ∈⇒∈ **  
(ii) IkIji ∈∃⇒∈  ,  such that *** = kji  .  

 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal of L  and suppose Ii∈ . Then by theorem 3.12, we get Iii ∈*** )(  . Hence 

Ii ∈** . Again, let Iji ∈, . Then by theorem 3.12, Iji ∈*** )(  . Now, put *** )(= jik  . Then clearly, Ik ∈  

and ************* ==)(= jijijik  . Convesely, assume the conditions. Let Iji ∈, . Then by (2), there exist 

Ik ∈  such that *** = kji  . Since Ik ∈ , by(1), Ik ∈** . It follows that Iji ∈*** )(  . Thus by theorem 3.12, 

I  is a kernel ideal of L .  
Recall that, if L  is a ∗-commutative PCASL . Then }:{=)( * LxxLS ∈  is a Boolean algebra.  
 
Corollary 3.14:  If )(LSx∈ , then ]x(  is a kernel ideal.  
 
Proof: Suppose )(LSx∈ . Then we have **= xx . Now, let ](, xji ∈ . Then ixi =  and jxj = .  

Now, xixiixixi 

************** ===)(= . Similarly, we get xjj 

**** = . Hence xi ≤**  and xj ≤** . 

This implies ***** = iix ≤  and ***** = jjx ≤ . Therefore *** jix ≤ . It follows that xxji =)( ***** ≤ . 

Hence ]()(=)(=)( ********* xjixxjiji ∈ , since )(LSx∈ . Thus ](x  is a kernel ideal.  
 
In the following, (in view of example 3.10), we introduce the concept of ∗-ideal in PCASL  and we give an example of 
∗-ideal. 
 
Definition 3.15:  An ideal I  of a PCASL L  is said to be a ∗-ideal if , Ii∈  then Ii ∈** .  
  
Example 3.16: Let }{0,= aA  and }b,b{0,=B 21  are two discrete ASLs .  

Let )},(),,(,0),(),(0,),(0,{(0,0),== 2121 babaabbBAL × . Define a binary operation   on L  under point-
wise operations as follows:  
 

  (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) (a, 0) (a, 1b ) (a, 2b ) 

(0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) 

(0, 1b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) 

(0, 2b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) 

(a, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0) (a, 0) (a, 0) (a, 0) 

(a, 1b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) (a, 0) (a, 1b ) (a, 2b ) 

(a, 2b ) (0, 0) (0, 1b ) (0, 2b ) (a, 0) (a, 1b ) (a, 2b ) 
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Then clearly, ),( L  is an ASL. Now, define a unary operation * on L , by 

 )(0,=,0)( ,0),(=)(0,=)(0, ),,(=(0,0) 1
**

2
*

11
* baabbba  and (0,0)=),(=),( *

2
*

1 baba . Then clearly, 

*  is a pseudo-complementation on L . Now, put )}(0,),(0,{(0,0),= 21 bbI . Then clearly, I  is an ideal of L  
which is a ∗-ideal.   
It can be easily observed that every kernel ideal is ∗-ideal. But, converse is not true. For, in the example 3.16, put 

,0)}(),(0,),(0,{(0,0),= 21 abbI . Then clearly, I  is a ∗-ideal. But I  is not a kernel ideal. For, we have      

I,0)a(),b(0, 1 ∈ .              

Now, =))(0,,0)((=),0)()((0, *
1

***
1 baab  .),(=(0,0) 1

* Iba ∉   Now, we derive a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a ∗-ideal to become a kernel ideal. 
 
Theorem 3.17: Let I  be ∗-ideal of a ∗-commutative PCASL  L . Then I  is a kernel ideal if and only if 

}j,i{sup ****
)L(S  belongs to I , for all Iji ∈, .  

 
Proof:  Proof followes by theorem 3.12, and by the definition of supremum of any two elements in )L(S .  
 
4. SMALLEST  AND  LARGEST *-CONGRUENCES 
 
In this section, we describe the smallest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal and largest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal and 
largest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal and characterize the largest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal in terms of smallest 
∗-congruence and the ∗-congruence ψ . Recall that not every ideal in PCASL  is a kernel ideal(example 3.16). In the 
following we describe the smallest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal on ∗-commutative PCASL.  
 
Theorem 4.1: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  L  and let I  be a kernel ideal of L . Then the smallest ∗-

congruence with kernel I  is given by  IRyx ∈),(  if and only if yixi 

** = , for some Ii∈ .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal. Now, we shall prove that IR  is the smallest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel I . 

Clearly, IR  is reflexive and symmetric. Now, let IRzyyx ∈),(),,( . Then yixi 

** =  and zjyj 

** =  for 

some Iji ∈, . Now, put *** )(= jik  . Then clearly, Ik ∈ . Now, consider  

=))((=))((=)(=)(= *************** xijxjixjixjixk   

=))((=))((=))((=))((=))((=))(( ************ zjiyjiyjiyijyijxij   

.=))((=)(=))(( ************* zkzjizjizji   Therefore IRzx ∈),( . Hence IR  ia an equivalence 

relation on L . Suppose IRtzyx ∈),(),,( . Then yixi 

** =  and tjzj 

** =  for some Iji ∈, . Now, put 
*** )(= jik  . Then clearly, Ik ∈ .  

Now, consider =∗ )( zxk  j 
))(())((=)()((=)()()()( **************** zxjizxjizxjizxjizxji  ==

===== )()()()())(())(())(( ********** tjyizjxizjxizjxizjxi 

===== tyjityjityjitjyitjyi  ))(())(()))(()))(())(( **********

).()()(=)()()()( ********** tyktyjityjityji 

∗∗∗ == Therefore IRtyzx ∈),(  . 

Hence IR  is a congruence relation on L . Now, we shall prove that IR  is a ∗-congruence on L . That is, enough to 

prove  that if IRx ∈,0)(  then IRx ∈),0( ** . Suppose IRx ∈,0)( . Then 0= **
 ixi  for some Ii∈ . Therefore 

0=* xi  . This implies 0=*ix  . It follows that *** = iix  . Since *0  is unimaximal, 
******* 0=0==  iiixi . Hence IRx ∈),0( ** . Hence IR  is a ∗-congruence on L . Next, we prove that 

IRI =)( 0 . Let 0)( IRx∈ . Then IRx ∈,0)( . This implies 0= **
 ixi  for some Ii∈ . Hence 0=* xi  .  
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Therefore xxi =**

 . Since IiIi ∈∈ **, . It follows that Ixix ∈

**= . Therefore IRI ⊆0)( . Conversely, 

suppose Ix∈ . Then we have 0=0= **
 xxx  and Ix∈ . Hence IRx ∈,0)( . It follows that 0)( IRx∈ . 

Therefore 0)( IRI ⊆ . Thus we get IRI =)( 0 . 

Now, we shall prove that IR  is the smallest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel I . Suppose θ  is a ∗-congruence on L  

with kernel I . Let IRyx ∈),( . Then yixi 

** =  for some Ii∈ . Since θθ ∈∈ ,0)(,= 0 iIi . This implies 

θ∈),0( **i . It follows that θ∈),0( ** xxi   and hence θ∈),( * xxi  . This implies θ∈),( * xix  . Similarly, 

we can prove that θ∈),( * yyi  . Therefore by transitive θ∈),( yx . Thus IR  is the smallest ∗-congruence with 

kernel I .  
In the following, we describe the largest ∗-congruence with kernel ideal on ∗-commutative PCASL . It can be easily 

seen that, if L  is ∗-commutative PCASL   then a relation ψ  on L  defined by ψ∈),( yx  if and only if **** = yx  

is a ∗-congruence on L .  
 
First we prove  the following 
 
Lemma 4.2:  Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  L  and let I  be a kernel ideal of L . Define a relation IR on  L  
by IRyx ∈),( if and only if ,( IyaIxa ∈⇔∈  for any ).La∈   Then IR  is a  ∗-congruence with  kernel  

I .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal. Now, we shall prove that IR  is a ∗-congruence with kernel I . Then clearly, IR  
is an equivalence relation on L . Suppose IRzwyx ∈),(),,( . Then for any IyaIxaLa ∈⇔∈∈ ,  and 

IzaIwa ∈⇔∈  . Suppose Lt∈  and suppose Iwxt ∈)(  .  
Now, consider IytwIxtwIxtwIwxtIwxt ∈⇔∈⇔∈⇔∈⇔∈  )()()()()(  

⇔∈⇔∈⇔∈⇔∈⇔∈⇔ IzytIztyIwtyIwtyIywt  )()()()()(
.)( Izyt ∈  Therefore IzytIwxt ∈⇔∈ )()(  . Hence IRzywx ∈),(  . Hence IR  is 

congruence relation on L . Suppose IRx ∈,0)( . Then Ixa ∈ , for every La∈ . Inparticular Ixx ∈  and 

hence Ix∈ . Now, suppose Lt∈  such that It ∈*0 . It follows that Ixt ∈**0  . Since *0  unimaximal, 

Ixt ∈*
 . Conversely, suppose Ixt ∈*

 . Since Ix∈  and I  is kernel ideal, Ixtx ∈**** ))((  . This implies 

Ixxt ∈**** ))((  . It follows that Ixt ∈*** )(  . This implies It ∈** , since *** ttx ≤  we get 
***** )( xtt ≤ . Therefore Itt ∈** . Hence It∈ . Therefore It ∈*0 . Thus IRx ∈),0( ** . Therefore 

IR  is 

∗-congruence on L . Now, we shall prove that 0
I )R(=I . Suppose 0

I )R(x∈ . It follows that, clearly I)R( 0I ⊆ . 

Conversely, suppose Ix∈  and La∈ . Then we have Iax ∈  and hence .Ixa ∈  It follows that IRx ∈0),( .          

Therefore .)( 0
IRI ⊆   Hence IR I =)( 0 . Thus IR  is a ∗-congruence with kernel I .  

 
Theorem 4.3: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and let I  be a kernel ideal of L . Then ψ∨IR  is the largest        

∗-congruence with kernel I .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal of L . Since IR  and ψ  are ∗-congruences on L , it follows that ψ∨IR  is ∗-

congruence. Since IR  is the smallest ∗-congruence with kernel I . It follows that IRI =)( 0ψ∨ . Finally, we shall 

prove that ψ∨IR  is the largest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel I . Suppose θ  is a ∗-congruence on L  with kernel 

I . Let θ∈),( yx . Then we have .),(,),( **** θθ ∈∈ yyyxxyxx   This implies 

.,0)(,)(0, ** θθ ∈∈ yxxy   Therefore ., ** Ixyyx ∈  Since I  is kernel ideal,  

.))()(( ***** Ixyyx ∈  Now, put .))()((= ***** xyyxi     
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Then Ii∈ . Now, consider =))()((= *********** xxyyxxi   

.==)(=))((=))((=))()(( **************************** yxxyxyxxyxyxxxyyx   

Therefore .= ******* yxxi   Similarly, we can prove that .= ******* yxyi   Hence  

IRyx ∈),( **** . Now, since ψ∈),(,= ******** xxxx . Similarly, we get ψ∈),( **yy . Therefore there exist a 

finite sequence yyxx ,,, ****  such that IRyxxx ∈∈ ),(,),( ****** ψ  and ψ∈),( ** yy . Therefore 

ψ∨∈ IRyx ),( . Hence ψθ ∨⊆ IR . Thus ψ∨IR  is the largest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel I .  
 
In the following we prove that IR  is the largest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel I .  
 
Theorem 4.4: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and let I  be a kernel ideal of L . Then .= ψ∨I

I RR  
 
Proof:  Suppose I   is a kernel ideal. Since IR  is ∗-congruence with kernel I  on L  and  ψ∨IR  is the largest         

∗-congruence with kernel I  on ,L  ψ∨⊆ I
I RR . Now, we have IR  is the smallest ∗-congruence on L  with kernel 

I  and IR  is a ∗-congruence with kernel I , we get I
I RR ⊆ . Suppose ψ∈),( yx . Then **** = yx . Suppose 

Lt∈  such that Ixt ∈ . Now, we have I  is a kernel ideal. 

Therefore IxtIxt ∈⇒∈ ******)(   

                         Iyt ∈⇒ ****
  

                         Iytyt ∈⇒  )( ****  

                         Iytyt ∈⇒ )))(( ****
  

                         Iytyt ∈⇒  ))(( ****  

                         Iyytt ∈⇒  ))(( ****  

                         Iyytt ∈⇒  ))(( ****  

                         Iyytt ∈⇒ )()( ****
  

                         Iyt ∈⇒  . 

Similarly, we can prove that if Iyt ∈  then Ixt ∈ . Therefore IRyx ∈),( . Hence IR⊆ψ . It follows that 
I

I RR ⊆∨ψ . Thus ψ∨I
I RR = .  

Next, we prove if I  is a non-empty subset of PCASL then }   0,=:{=* IiallforixLxI ∈∈   is a kernel ideal. 
For this, first we prove the following lemma.  
 
Lemma 4.5: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL . Then IRyx ∈),(  if and only if Iyxyx ∈***** ))()((  .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal of L and suppose IRyx ∈),( . Then IRyx ∈),( ** . It follows that 

IRyxxx ∈),( **
 . This implies IRyx ∈)(0, *

 . Similarly, we get IRyx ∈,0)( *
 . Therefore 

Iyxyx ∈

**, . Hence by theorem 3.12, we get Iyxyx ∈***** ))()((  . Conversely, suppose 

Iyxyx ∈***** ))()((  . Now, put Iyxyxi ∈***** ))()((=  . Then clearly, Ii∈ . Now, consider        

=))()((=))()((= *************** xyxyxxyxyxxi   

.=)(=0)=) (  ( )()))(()(( *********** xyxxyxyxsincexyxxyxyx  =  

Therefore xyxi 

*** = . Similarly, we get yxyi 

*** = . Now, xyxi 

*** = . This implies 
******* )(=)( xyxi  . It follows that *********** = xyxi  . Therefore ******* = xyxi  . Similarly, we get 

*********** == xyyxyi  . Hence ****** = yixi  . Thus IRyx ∈),( **** . Now, we have ,),( ** ψ∈xx  

 ),( ****
IRyx ∈  and .),( ** ψ∈yy  Therefore .=),( I

I RRyx ψ∨∈   Hence .),( IRyx ∈  
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Theorem 4.6: If I  is non-empty subset of a PCASL  ,L  then }  0,=:{=* IiallforixLxI ∈∈   the set of 

elements disjoint from I  is a kernel ideal of L .  
 
Proof: Suppose I  is an ideal of L . Since i0=0  for  all *0, IIi ∈∈ . Therefore *I  is a non-empty subset of L.  
Suppose *Ix∈  and La∈ . Then 0=ix  , for all Ii∈ . Now, consider 

0=0=)(=)(=)(  aixaixaiax , for all Ii∈ . Therefore *Iax ∈ . Hence *I  is an ideal of L . 

Let *, Iyx ∈ . Then 0=0,= iyix  , for all Ii∈ . It follows that iiyiix = ,= **
 , for all Ii∈ . Let 

Ii∈ . Now,  consider   === ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ )()()()()( ixxyixyxiyx   

()(())(( == ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ixyixxy  since ))(( yxyyx 

∗∗ = == ∗∗∗∗ )()(( iyxy   

.00)0()))(())((())((( ===== ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ iixixyyixyyiyxy   

Therefore 0=)( *** iyx  . Hence **** )( Iyx ∈ . Thus *I  is a kernel ideal of L .  
 
Corollary 4.7:  If I  is an ideal of a ∗-commutative PCASL  L then *I  is a kernel ideal of L  . 
Recall that if I  is a kernel ideal of ∗-commutative PCASL  ,L  then IR  is the largest ∗- congruence with kernel I . 

Also, we have if I  is a non-empty subset of L  then *I  is a kernel ideal of L  and hence 
*IR  is the largest ∗-

congruence with kernel *I . In the following, we give another form of 
*IR  and prove that 

*
= II RR ∩ψ .  

First observe that for any a  in PCASL, *** ][](]( aaa == and hence ].(](])(( ****** baba ∩= Now, we 
have the following theorem. 
 

Theorem 4.8: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be an ideal of L . Define a relation 
*IR on L  by 

*
),( IRyx ∈  if and only if IyIx ∩∩ ](=]( **** . Then 

*IR  is the largest ∗-congruence with kernel *I . 
 

Proof:  Clearly, 
*IR  is an equivalence relation on L . Suppose ),( yx  and 

*
),( IRtw ∈ . Then  

IyIx ∩∩ ](=]( ****  and ItIw ∩∩ ](=]( **** . Now, consider  =])(( ** Iwx ∩  

=])(](( **** Iwx ∩∩ =])(]((=))](()]((=))](()](( ************ ItyItIyIwIx ∩∩∩∩∩∩∩∩  

=])(( ** Ity ∩ Therefore 
*

) ,( IRtywx ∈ . Hence 
*IR  is a congruence relation on L . Suppose 

.,0)(
*IRx ∈  Then (0]=(0]=](0=]( **** IIIx ∩∩∩ . Therefore (0]=]( ** Ix ∩ . Now, let Ii∈ . This 

implies Ixi ∈ . Now, consider ∈)(=)(=)(=)(= ******** xixxixxxixxixi  ]( **x . This 

implies (0]=]( ** Ixxi ∩∈ . Thorefore 0=xi   and hence 0=ix  . It follows that iix =*
 . Now, we have 

]( ** xix ∈  and Ixi ∈*
  and hence Iix ∈* . Therefore Ixix ∩∈ ]( **

 . Hence Ixi ∩∈ ]( * . Thus 

IxI ∩⊆ ]( * . It follows that IIx =]( * ∩ . This implies ILIx ∩∩ =]( *** . It follows that 

IIx ∩∩ ](0=]( **** . Therefore IIx ∩∩ ](0=]( ****** . Hence 
*** ),0( IRx ∈ . Thus 

*IR  is a ∗-congruence 

on L . 

Now, we shall prove that *
0

*
=)( IRI . Suppose 0

*
)( IRt ∈ . Then 

*
,0)( IRt ∈ . This implies 

IIt ∩∩ ](0=]( **** . Hence (0]=]( ** It ∩ . Now, we have ttt =**
  and hence ]( **tt∈ . Let Ix∈ . Then we 

have .Itx ∈  Therefore .Ixt ∈  Since .]( ],( **** txttt ∈∈   Therefore (0]=]( ** Itxt ∩∈ . Hence 

0=xt  . Thus *It∈ . Therefore *
0

*
)( IRI ⊆ . Conversely, suppose *It∈ . Then 0=xt  , for all Ix∈ . It is 

enough to prove that (0]=]( ** It ∩ . Suppose .]( ** Ita ∩∈  This implies ]( **ta∈  and Ia∈ . It follows that 

ata 

**=  and Ia∈ . Since 0= , atIa ∈ . It follows that aat =*
 .  
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Now, consider 0=0=== ***** aattata  . Therefore (0]=I]t( ** ∩ . Therefore 0

*I* )R(I ⊆ . Hence 

*
0

*I I=)R( . Now, we shall prove that 
*IR  is the largest ∗-congruence with kernel *I . That is enough to prove that 

ψ∨*I

*I R=R . Clearly, we get ψ∨⊆ *I

*I RR . Since *I
R  is a smallest *-congruence with kernel *I , we have 

*

*
I

I
RR ⊆ . Suppose ψ∈),( yx . Then **** = yx . Since **** = yx , IyIx ∩∩ ](=]( **** . It follows that 

*
),( IRyx ∈ . Therefore 

*I
*I

RR ⊆ψ∨ . Hence
*

*
I

I
RR =∨ψ . Thus 

*IR  is the largest ∗-congruence with 

kernel *I .  
 
Finally, we prove the following theorem which characterize the congruence ψ . 
 

Theorem 4.9: Let L  be a ∗-commutative PCASL  and I  be a kernel ideal of L . Then 
*

= II RR ∩ψ .  
 

Proof: Suppose I  is a kernel ideal of L . Then clearly, 
*II RR ∩⊆ψ . Conversely, suppose 

*
),( II RRyx ∩∈ . 

Then IRyx ∈),(  and 
*

),( IRyx ∈ . Since by lemma(4.5), we get Iyxyx ∈***** ))()((   and also, 
****** ))()(( Iyxyx ∈ . Therefore {0}=))()(( ****** IIyxyx ∩∈ .  

Hence 0=))()(( ***** yxyx  .  

Now, we have ******** ))()(()( yxyxyx  ≤  and ******** ))()(()( yxyxyx  ≤ . It follows that 

0=)( ***yx   and 0=)( *** yx  . This implies 0=***** yx   and 0=***** yx  .Therefore 0=*** yx   and 

0=*** yx  . Hence 0=*** xy   and 0=*** yx  . It follows that ****** = xxy   and ****** = yyx  . 

Therefore **** = yx . Hence ψ∈),( yx . Therefore ψ⊆∩
*II RR . Thus 

*II RR= ∩ψ .  
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